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Transparency International New Zealand (TINZ) (Charity CC32305) is the recognised New Zealand 
chapter of Transparency International, the global civil society organisation against corruption. TINZ is a 
not-for-profit incorporated society with charitable status. TINZ is non-political and non-partisan, and is 
powered by volunteers.  This submission has been prepared by TINZ Board Director Anna Muir and CEO 
Julie Haggie. 
 

1. Many civil society organisations, businesses and individuals are commenting authoritatively on the 
Charities Amendment Bill.  TINZ will comment just on those elements of the Bill that are particularly 
relevant to our areas of focus – anti corruption, good governance and transparency for 
accountability. 
 

2. Clause 19 - New sections 42AB and 42AC - Financial reporting requirements for very small charities 

TINZ supports the clause that would enable very small charities to file minimum financial 
information, to be prescribed by regulations, each year, if the Chief Executive of the Department of 
Internal Affairs grants an exemption from the not-for-profit reporting standards set by the External 
Reporting Board.    

 
In general TINZ considers that any organisation seeking or using public funds (including grants or 
donations) should have to meet minimum accountability requirements, particularly if their donors 
or the charity are making use of charitable tax rebate opportunities. We acknowledge that the 
External Reporting Board (XRB) is the correct organisation to set standards for financial reporting, 
which may include determining levels of financial reporting. 
 
Even where minimum reporting is required for very small charities, some support mechanisms 
could facilitate accurate reporting for them on the charities register.  This could be facilitated 
through a helpdesk and an online (and also accessible) form to support simple sets of accounts.    
 

3. Clause 20 - New section 42G - Requirements for officers and governance of charities 
TINZ supports the Clause 20 proposal to insert new section 42G to create a duty for a charitable 
entity to review its governance procedures annually.   The proposal is consistent with good practice 
guidance (eg The Good Governance Code published by Community Governance Aotearoa Trust, 
November 2022).    
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4. Clause 19, Appeals frameworks, Sections 58A, 58H, 58I(2)-(4) and 58C(4),   

a. TINZ recommends that Sections 58A, 58H, 58I(2)-(4) and 58C(4) are reviewed by the Select 
Committee, using a scenario testing approach to test for judicial (including comparative 
fairness). 
 

b. We note the concerns expressed by S Barker and others that the Bill does not replicate the 
general appeal procedures under the Taxation and Charities Authority.   “Rather it proposes to 
rework these processes so that they operate differently for charities: for example, proposed 
new sections 58H, 58I(2)-(4) and 58C(4), relating to the nature of the hearing on appeal, have no 
equivalents in the Taxation Review Authorities Act 1994 (“the TRA Act”), and the provisions of 
the TRA Act that apply the rules of evidence to the Authority (or its  as if it were a court,[3] is 
not replicated in the Bill.  
 

c. We understand the intent, i.e. to simplify the appeals process.  But this does appear to generate 
a situation where the Board and Charities Services (which are not judicial bodies) are not subject 
to the rules of evidence.  The concern that has been expressed is that this could mean that their 
findings of “fact” from internet searches will remain impossible for charities to properly 
challenge, causing the entire process to remain unfairly tainted in favour of the original 
decision-maker. 
 

d. We recommend that the Select Committee seek further guidance on these important concerns 
about fair judicial process and inconsistency between relevant comparable law. 
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